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The Wikimedia Foundation is...

● A non-profit foundation in San  Francisco
● 55 employees, some remote and some local
● Responsible for administering the servers,
● Raising funds, primarily via user donations,
● Handling press inquiries and legal issues,
● And developing the software for...



  

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
● Started in January of 2001
● Over 250 language editions
● Nearly 3.4 million articles in the English edition
● Over 36,000 editors making > 5 edits a month
● 371,000,000 readers every month
● Anyone can read, for free, with no ads
● And.... anyone can edit. Even you.



  

The Open Access connection

● Wikipedia is built from information taken from 
reliable sources, in particular peer-reviewed 
articles.  

● If publications are open access, our writers can 
use them to add content

● If publications are open access, our readers 
can use them to verify content

● If publications are cited in Wikipedia, they get 
broad exposure – everyone wins!



  

Managing quality...

● What is information quality?
● How do Web readers assess content quality?
● How good is the quality of health articles on 

Wikipedia (as vague as that question is)?
● What tools can editors use to improve and 

maintain article quality?
● What tools are provided to the reader to assist 

in assessment of article quality?
● Thoughts for the future



  

But... why is quality on Wikipedia 
a hot topic?

● Why do we discuss quality of Wikipedia 
articles, and not the New York Times or the 
BBC?

● Because Wikipedia can be edited by “just 
anybody”... and it is, every day.  Just click...

● (Note that on the English edition, you have to 
actually create an account in order to add a 
new article. But this takes no more than 30 
seconds, if the name you want isn’t taken.)



  



  

Anyone can edit, yay!

● Because this has led 
to 3.7 million articles 
for the English 
edition,

● 970,000 articles for 
the French edition, 

● 710,000 articles for 
the Italian edition,

● Over 1 million articles 
for the German 
edition...

A previous project, 
“Nupedia”, which 
required editor 
assignment of articles 
by PhDs in their fields, 
closed after 3 years of 
operation with 24 
published articles.



  

Anyone can edit?  Uh oh!

● A New York Times journalist’s article is edited to 
link him to the Kennedy assassination, as a 
joke (2005).  Corrected after 4 months.

● Stephen Colbert (U.S. Talk show host) urges 
viewers to creatively edit the article on 
elephants (2006).  Corrected immediately.

● An article on kosher foods had the word “rabbi” 
changed to “rabbit” everywhere (2008). 
Corrected after 12 hours.

● And many, many more...



  



  

Anyone can edit, hmmm...

● A school district in New Jersey blocks 
Wikipedia on all computers (2007).

● A college history department in Vermont bans 
the citation of Wikipedia as a source (2007).

● Nearly 50% of physicians in the U.S. who use 
the Internet in the course of their work visit 
Wikipedia for information (2009).

● 8 in 10 college students in the U.S. use 
Wikipedia in their research (2010).



  

Just what is quality?
For a school essay, it’s...

● Appropriate tone and style for topic and readers
● Comprehensive coverage of the material
● Concise coverage of the material
● Good organizational structure, logical flow
● Factually accurate
● Unbiased (if presenting information)
● Good grammar, spelling, etc.
● Maybe other things, think back to your 

language composition classes



  

Information Quality criteria

● Accuracy/reliability
● Consistency
● Security
● Timeliness
● Completeness
● Concise
● Accessibility

● Availability
● Relevancy
● Objectivity
● Relevancy
● Usability
● Understandability

Knight and Burn (2005)



  

Health On the Net criteria

● Authoritative (author qualifications)
● Complementarity (does not replace doctor info)
● Privacy (confidentiality of user data)
● Attribution (citations for published sources)
● Justifiability (back up claims of benefits)
● Transparency (clear presentation, email given)
● Financial disclosure (identify funding sources)
● Advertising policy (advertising is not editorials) 

http://www.hon.ch/HONcode/Conduct.html



  

Wikipedia “Featured Article” 
criteria

● well-written
● comprehensive
● well-researched
● neutral
● stable
● a lead section

● appropriate structure
● consistent citations
● appropriate images
● appropriate length

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_article_criteria



  

But:  when people argue about 
Wikipedia quality...

● They are talking about factual accuracy. 

(No one would argue that not having known 
experts write an article fatally impairs the tone, 
the spelling and grammar, the conciseness of 
the article, etc.)

● If we don’t know who the authors are, how can 
we trust the content?

● This really means: if we don’t know that the 
authors are experts, how can we trust the 
content?



  

How do readers assess quality?

● In the literature, this is usually referred to as 
credibility assessment

● Three components: message credibility, source 
credibility, medium credibility

● Source credibility is often a heuristic used by 
readers who want to evaluate quickly without 
going through an in depth evaluation of the 
contents

● Readers say they should verify information... 
but what do they really do?



  

How readers assess credibility
(the sorry truth)

● 2002 study with nearly 2700 people
● Readers each reviewed two web sites randomly 

chosen from ten areas and evaluated their 
credibility

● Only 25% of their comments referred to factual 
accuracy

● Almost half (46%) referred to design elements 
(layout, font size, color) in making their 
determination

B.J. Fogg, Ph.D., Cathy Soohoo, David Danielson (2002)



  

The good and bad news

● Only 41.8% of the readers looking at health 
topics commented on design elements in their 
evaluation (below the average)

● Only 18.7% of these readers commented on 
factual accuracy (below the average)

● Only 10.9% of these same readers commented 
on the identity and reputation of the company or 
site operator (below the average).

● Motivation can play a big role in the 
thoroughness of credibility assessment.



  

So.. how good are Wikipedia 
health articles?

● Comparison of chosen Wikipedia and 
Medscape drug articles: Wikipedia’s articles 
were often incomplete, missing dosage and 
other information, but without errors (2008)

● Information on osteosarcoma was ok but not as 
good as that on the National Cancer Institute 
website (2010)

● Pharmaceutical companies Abbott and 
AstraZeneca removed negative information 
about their drugs from Wikipedia, but changes 
reverted in less than an hour (2007) 



  

How do Wikipedia editors rate 
health articles?

● Wikipedia has its own rating system: Featured 
Article (the best), Good Article, A-Class, B-
Class...

● Of articles in the category “Medicine”, 60 are 
Featured Articles, 88 are Good Articles, none 
are A-Class , 1836 are B-class, and the rest 
(over 17,000) are somewhere below that. 

● 2.3 million of the 3.4 million articles have been 
rated.



  

A naive reader’s evaluation

● Examined articles concerning five health issues 
with which I have some personal knowldege

● It was sometimes difficult to find the information 
I wanted (on the page or a related page)

● The language was often too technical for a lay 
reader

● No quality ratings were visible on the articles 
(they are visible on the “discussion pages” of 
the articles, which readers don’t know about)

● No glaring errors in the relevant sections



  



  

Maintaining quality



  

Anti-vandalism tools

● Revert or rollback
●  Delete revisions
●  Block users
● Protect pages
● Watch pages
● Apply edit filters
● Bots for mass actions
● Bots for predictable 

vandalism



  

Improving quality

● “Pending changes”
● Conflict resolution
● Content policies (No 

original research, 
Neutral point of view, 
Verifiability)

● “Citation needed” and 
other editorial 
templates



  

Other approaches

● “Wikipedia Academy” at the U.S. National 
Institutes of Health (2009)

● Presentations on how to edit, how to write a 
quality article, why to contribute

● Audience of 130 medical researchers and 
science educators

● Model for future cooperative efforts with other 
organizations



  

Future directions

● Guided rating systems by readers as some on 
line retailers or community news sites provide

● Visible indications of Wikipedia community 
ratings

● Side by side display of the “discussion page” 
and the article content

● Reader annotation of article text, viewable by 
other readers

● Quality “statistics toolbar”



  



  

Thanks for listening!

Ideas, comments, complaints? 
ariel@wikimedia.org or ariel.glenn on gtalk

WikiSym 2010 notes on quality:
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Quality_Assessment_Tools_for_WP_Readers

Slides released under CC-BY-SA 3.0; note that the names Wikimedia and Wikipedia and 
their respective logos are trademarked

Anyone can edit – even you!

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Quality_Assessment_Tools_for_WP_Readers


  

Η ελληνική έκδοση περιέχει 53.500 άρθρα... 
και θέλει τη βοήθειά σας!
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